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The notion of a posteriori probability, often used in hypothesis 
testing in connection with problems of optimum signal detection, is 
put on a firm basis. The number of hypotheses i countable, and the 
observation space ~2 is abstract so as to include the case where the 
observation is a realization of a continuous parameter random proc- 
ess. The a posteriori probability is defined without recourse to limit- 
ing arguments on "finite dimensional" conditional probabilities. 
The existence of the a posteriori probability is established, its a.e. 
uniqueness i studied, and it is then used to define other a posteriori 
quantities and to solve the decision problem of minimizing the error 
probability. In particular, a precise version of the loose assertion 
that "minimizing the error probability is equivalent to maximizing 
the a posteriori probability" is stated and proved. 
The results are then applied to the case where the observation is
a sample path of a random process, devoting considerable attention 
to questions of convergence and of having satisfactory models for 
the observation space, the random process, and the observables. 
The deficiencies of a common function space type model are pointed 
out and ways of correcting these d ficiencies are discussed. The use of 
time samples and t~arhunen-Lo~ve expansion coefficients as ob- 
servables is investigated. The paper closes with an examination of 
non function space type models, and a demonstration that function 
space type models are, in a sense, natural models for detection prob- 
lems. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
Many decision problems can be cast in the following form: there are a 
countable number of hypotheses Hi ,  j = 1, 2, . . -  . An experiment is
conducted whose outcome is a point ~o belonging to a set ~2 consisting of 
all possible outcomes. I t  is known that if H~. is true then the outcome of
the experiment is governed by the (conditional) probability law Pj .  
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The problem is to decide, according to some criterion of optimality, which 
of the hypotheses i  true. 
The solution, or decision scheme, amounts to specifying a partition 
{Sd of f~ such that the decision rule--if ~0 C Si then decide Hi is true--is 
optimum over all partitions {A d . 
Our optimality criterion requires the minimization of the error prob- 
ability: It  is known that the hypotheses themselves are governed by a 
priori probabilities aj.  If the decision is made that Hi is true and indeed 
Hi ,  i ~ j, is true, then an error is made whose probability is ajPj(Ai) 
The (total) error probability is ~i.j;~ej ajPj(hi). The problem is to 
find a partition which minimizes this error probability. 
A possible approach in these decision problems, especially popular in 
communication e gineering, is to use certain a posteriori quantities uch 
as the a posteriori probability that H~ is true, and define decision schemes 
in terms of these quantities. The validity of such an approach is not dif- 
ficult to establish when the number of hypotheses is finite, and the sample 
¢o is a finite sequence of real numbers, that is, f~ = R~, n < ~ (Anderson, 
1958). However, this approach is often "generalized" to the case where 
o~ is not merely an infinite real sequence (~ = R~), but is a real function 
on [0, 1]. Such a "generalization" usually proceeds by first "representing" 
the observed sample function x(t), 0 N t =< 1, by a finite sequence 
xl, x2, . . . ,  x~, where the xk are coefficients of some expansion (e.g. 
Karhunen-Lo~ve) or are sample values x(tk) with {tk} dense in [0, 1]. 
The a posteriori probability g~ that "Hi is true given x(t), 0 N t _-< 1, is 
observed" is then taken to be the limit as n --~ ~ of the conditional 
probability g~ = Prob [Hi[ Xl, . - .  , x~]. Three questions, often unan- 
swered, come to mind: i) Does the limit exist for almost all ~0? Almost 
sure convergence is necessary otherwise gl is not a meaningful test sta- 
tistic, ii) Is the limit independent of the choice of the representing 
sequence? If not, then the a posteriori probability, if it exists, cannot be 
obtained by this limit procedure, iii) Is the resultant decision scheme, 
defined in terms of the g~'s, optimum? Moreover, is it really a decision 
scheme for the original problem with ~ a function space, or is it a de- 
cision scheme for another, not necessarily equivalent, problem with 
= R~ 71 The martingale convergence theorem assures us that the 
For a valid generalization to function space, with minimum error probability 
as the optimality criterion, refer to Kadota (1964, 1965). Our questions above 
closely follow a critique of the l iterature given by Kadota (1964). 
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answer to i) is in the affirmative. The answers to ii) and iii) are also 
in the affirmative if certain sufficient conditions are satisfied. Roughly 
speaking, these conditions tate that the class of events that can be 
described in terms of the random variables {x~} is, except possibly for 
certain null events, the same as the class of events that can be de~ 
scribed by the random process {xt, 0 < t < 1}. We shall see, however, 
that the statement of these conditions and the proof of their sufficiency 
requires great care in the construction of appropriate models for the 
random process. 
In this paper, we define the a posteriori probability directly without 
recourse to limiting arguments on "finite dimensional" conditional 
probabilities. No restrictions whatsoever need be made on the observa- 
tion space ~. We establish the existence of the a posteriori probability, 
study its a.e. uniqueness, and use it to define other a posteriori quantities 
and to solve the decision problem of minimizing the error probability. 
In particular, we state and prove a precise version of the loose asser- 
tion that "minimizing the error probability is equivalent to maximizing 
the a posteriori probability." The a posteriori probability as defined and 
constructed here possesses an important regularity property, namely, 
it is, for every fixed observation, a probability measure on the set of 
hypotheses. 
We then apply these results to the case where the observation is a 
sample path of a random process, devoting considerable attention to 
questions of convergence and to problems of having satisfactory models 
for the observation space, the random process, and the observables. 
Thus for example, if ~ is taken to be all functions on the observation 
interval T, and the class of events is taken to be ~-field generated by 
the cylinder sets of ~, then the random process is never measurable, 
and is separable only in uninteresting cases. We show that separability 
is not of consequence if our observables are taken to be either time 
samples or Karhunen-Lo~ve coefficients. But in the latter case measur- 
ability is necessary, not only in evaluating the coefficients as sample 
integrals, but also in interpreting the assumptions on the covariance 
functions in physical terms of average nergy and power. 
The random process described above is of function space type. That 
is, the point ~ in probability space is a time function o~(t), t E T, which 
is identically the observed path xt(o~), t E T. The paper closes with an 
examination of non function space type models, and a demonstration 
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that function space type models are, in a sense, natural models for 
detection problems. 
1.2 DETAILED SUMMARY 
Let a be the a-field of ~-events. Let ~ be the set of all positive in- 
tegers corresponding to the set of all hypotheses, and let ~ be the class 
of all subsets of 5C. In Section II, we first construct a (joint) probability 
measure P on the product measurable space (~ X 5C, (~ X 5~). The 
measure P is a natural one in the sense that it derives from the notion 
of a] being the a priori probability of Hj and P~ being the conditional 
probability measure given Hi: 
P(A × j) = ajP~(A). 2 (1) 
We further show that P is the only measure for which the above equality 
holds. Without loss of generality, we always assume that ai > 0. (Except 
for some triviM changes, all the results and proofs continue to hold in 
the case of finitely many hypotheses.) 
We next use P to construct q, a conditional probability distribution on 
the hypothesis pace 5C "given the observation ~," and discuss its a.e. 
uniqueness. The essential aim in the construction is to ensure that for 
every ¢0, q defines a probability measure on ~.  
In Section I I I ,  we define an a posteriori distribution 5 = 5(J,  ~), 
J C ~, ~ E ~, to be any function which is a probability measure in J 
for every fixed ~, is a-measurable for every fixed J, and has the property 
that 
f 5(J,~) P(A X J) ~, Pj(A), J A E a. d~ Ot.i E 
JEJ 
Here, ~ = ~_, ajP~ and is the (marginal) probability measure on (g~, a)  
induced by the joint probability P. The conditional distribution q con- 
structed in Section I I  is, except for a change of notation, a version of 
the a posteriori distribution. Hence the existence of an 5 is assured. We 
use 5 to define other a posteriori quantities. Thus the number 5(2, w) is 
the a posteriori probability of hypothesis H~. given ~. 
In the remainder of Section I I I ,  we establish the connection between 
and Radon-Nikodym derivatives dP~/d~. We expect hat an intimate 
2 For typographical convenience, the integer j as well as the singleton set {j} 
will be denoted by the same symbol j. The context will preclude any ambiguity. 
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connection exists since a was obtained from conditional probabilities 
which in turn are derived, in general abstract case, from R-N deriva- 
tives. Moreover, R -N derivatives have been used (Kadota, 1964, 
1965, 1966; Bharucha, 1966; Grenander, 1950) to solve detection prob- 
lems in a manner similar to the one we will use in this paper to solve 
such problems. 
In Section IV, we apply the results of the previous sections to the 
problem of minimum error probability detection. We define the error, 
relative to a given partition A -- { A~} of ~, to be the event ~A = [J~ A~ X i, 
and the error probability to be P (SA). For a fixed 5, consider the decision 
scheme defined by the partition S(a) = {S~(a)}, S~(5) -- {~:i is the 
smallest integer for which ~(i, o~) = max 5(j, o~)}. That is, choose that 
hypothesis for which the a posteriori probability given ~ is a maximum; 
if the maximum is not unique, choose that hypothesis whose index is 
smallest. In the case of multiple maxima, any procedure for choosing 
among the maxima such that the resulting partition consists of measur- 
able sets is called a variant of S(5). An example gives one procedure for 
picking among the maxima such that the resulting partition has non- 
measurable s ts; in this case, the error probability is undefined. Theorem 
3 shows that i) an optimum (in the sense of minimum error probability) 
partition always exists; ii) every variant of S(a) is optimum; and iii) 
conversely, every optimum partition is a variant of S(~) for some 
version ~ of the a posteriori distribution. 
Optimum partitions {Ti} specified in terms of R-N derivatives have 
been derived elsewhere (Kadota, 1964, 1965, 1966; Bharucha, 1966; 
Grenander, 1950). We use the connection between derivatives and a 
posteriori distributions, established in Section III, to derive {T~} in a 
few simple steps. 
In Section V, we develop and apply the previous results to the case 
where the observation o~ is a path of a random process {xt, t C T}. In 
particular, we are interested in making an optimum decision on the basis 
of numbers v1(¢0), . . . ,  ~/~(o~), n -< ¢¢, which are obtained from the 
observed path ~. The section begins by carefully defining and discussing 
the observation space (tl, a, g). Suppose the observation space is 
(~, 6i, ti), where ~ is the class of all functions on T, and g is the smallest 
complete a-field relative to which all the cylinder sets are measurable. 
Then several interesting ¢0-functions cannot be used as observables since 
they are not (~-measurable. For example, the peak value supte~l~(t) [ 
is (~-measurable only in the uninteresting case when it is infinite a.e. 
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[/~]. The energy f I o:(t) I s dt and the "expansion coefficient" f w(t)~(t) dt 
are never (~-measurable; indeed, they are not even defined for a.e.[p] 
since the class of Lebesgue measurable paths, as well as the class of 
Lebesgue square-integrable paths, does not belong to (~. 
These measurability difficulties can be overcome by enlarging (~ to 
(~ = a((~, 91), the smallest ~-field containing (~-sets and ~i c ~. The 
set 91 is to be thought of as the set of all paths which, for the observables 
under consideration, are sufficiently smooth to be of interest. In order 
that ~ be uniquely defined on (5, (~), it is necessary and sufficient hat 
91 have unit outer g-measure. We discuss the set ~1 in some detail but 
the exact nature of this set is not of particular interest o us. In the 
applications that we consider in Section V-VII ,  it suffices to show that 
such a set exists. 
We now set (9, (~, ~) - (5, a((~, 121), ~), define an observable ~as an 
(~-measurable function, and define {x,, t E T} to be a function space 
type process, xt(~) = o~(t), on (~, a, p). I t  is shown that the sets of (~ 
differ from those of (~ only by null sets of (l. I t  follows that an observ- 
able v is any o~-function with the property that there is a countable 
T* c T and a Borel function f such that 
~;(~0) = f(xt,(w), z,~(~), . . . ) ,  t~. C T*, (2) 
for all ~ (~ N E (~, ;~(N) = 0. In general, N ~{ (~. 
Let a .  t, n =< oo, be the smallest z-field which contains all null sets of 
(~ and relative to which n~, . . . ,  v~ are measurable. We define ~ as 
the a posteriori distribution given ~,  • • •, ~ ,  S ~ as an optimum parti- 
tion, and P~ as the minimum error probability in exactly the same 
manner as in Section IV except hat (9, a, 1~) is replaced by (9, (~.', ~). 
We show thatP1  => po~ => . - .  => P,~ => P~andlim~_.~P~ ~ = P,~. 
Moreover, &l(j, . ), a2(j, . ), " " ,  &~(j, . ), 5(J, .) is a martingale on 
(9, a, ~) and ~( J ,  • ) --~ ~*(J, • ) uniformly in J  a.e. [~] as n -~ oo. 
We now wish to identify "* S * P~ a , and as &, S and P~. We give suf- 
ficient conditions to make this identification. One such condition, which 
we use in the applications that follow, is (~'  = a. 
In Section VI, we apply the results of Section V to the ease of time 
sampling, that is, v~- = x,~. The observation space is (5, (I, g). We show 
that there always exists a countable T* ~ T such that if we choose 
{tj} = T*, then a~ ~ = a and hence l imP~ = P~. If the process is 
continuous in ~-probability, or:equivalently, continuous in P~.-prob- 
ability for every j, then T* can be taken to be any countable dense sub- 
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set of T. No considerations about the separability of the process are 
involved. 
In Section VII, we consider the case where the observables are the 
Karhunen-Lo~ve coefficients 
73 = f xt~(t) tit. (3) 
The observation space is (~, a((~, ~1), #), T is a closed bound interval, 
and the integral (3) is, to begin with, taken in the quadratic mean 
Riemann sense. The ~-'s are the orthonormal eigenfunctions of the 
continuous (on T X T) covariance functio~ p~(t, s) = f x~x~ dtt. The 
continuity of p, is a consequence of our assumptions that the covariance 
functions pj(t, s) -= f xtx8 dPj, j = 1, 2, . . . ,  are continuous and 
a~. maxt pj(t, t) < :¢, from which it follows that p, = ~ ajps uni- 
formly on T X T. We show that a~' = a; hence lim P~= = P~. 
Our definition of ~j as a q.m. Riemann integral is unsatisfactory for 
(despite Equation (2)) it does not give us an explicit method of cal- 
culating ~.(c0) as a function of ~. To this end, we wish to interpret he 
integral in (3) as a Lebesgue integral. This is possible since the process is 
q.m. continuous. More precisely, there is a choice of the set [h used in 
defining the ~-field (~ such that the process of function space type is 
measurable, that is, xt(~) is jointly measurable in the pair (o~, t). The 
measurability of the process also permits us to interpret our assumptions 
on the covariance functions. In particular, a.e.[g] path has finite energy 
and the average nergy 
f f [ xt(~) j~ dt d~ = 
The assumption 
says that 
f p,,(t, t) dr. 
a s maxt p3(t, t) < 
t 
max f I xt(~0) I s dP~ = max ps(t, t), 
t t 
the peak average power under hypothesis Hj., can be relatively large 
provided Hj is relatively (a priori) improbable. 
* Although we define covarianee in this manner, the mean of xt is not assumed 
to be zero. 
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In Sections V-VII, we corrected the deficiency of (~, (~, p) as an 
observation space by enlarging the z-field so as to contain a certain set 
~i. In the first part of Section VIII, we show that the same end can be 
achieved by decreasing ~to ~1. More precisely, an equally satisfactory 
observation space is (~21, (~21, ~1), where the z-field (~1 is the class of 
all sets of the form A~]I, A E (~, and for every A E 691, ~I(A) = 
~1(Yml) = ~(/_). 
Our models of the random process have, thus far, been of function 
space type. Suppose we now define the random process to be a family 
{xt, t E T} of random variables on some abstract probability space 
(0, (B, ~), where 
~{0:x~.(0) < ~i, 1 <= j <= n} = ~aY~! . .~ , (~ l ,  " "  ~,). 
(The functions F~!..t~, n = 1, 2, . . .  , are the given distribution func- 
tions corresponding to hypothesis H~.) The observables, however, have 
to be defined explicitly as functions of the observed path ~o = (x~(O), 
t C T) and not as functions of ~. Hence we are interested in ~,  the set 
of all paths of {x~}, and a probability structure on this set. In other 
words, we are interested in constructing some observation space (~, a, ~), 
= 9~. In the second half of Section VIII, we point out the close rela- 
tionship between (0, 5~, v) and (9, (~, ~), and give a condition under 
which a function of 0 can be considered as a random variable on (~2, (~, ~). 
Finally, we define {z~, t ~ T} to be the function space type process on 
(~, a, ~), and show that the paths of the z~-process are just a relabeling 
of the paths of the xt-process. That is, a function space type model is, 
in a sense, a natural model for random processes in communication 
systems. 
II. JOINT AND CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES 
2.1 JOINT PROBABILITY P 
We are given probability measures P j ,  j = 1, 2, .. • , on the measur- 
able space (9, (~), and the discrete probability distribution {a~. / on the 
positive integers. Let ~ be the probability measure on (5C, 5C) uniquely 
defined by a( j )  = ai.  We assume that a 5 > O; dropping this assump- 
tion leads only to a few trivial changes in the results. 
Let (R = {A X J :A  E a, J E ~1 be the class of all measurable 
rectangles of the product space ~2 X ~C, and let (~ X ~ be the z-field of 
subsets of ~ × 5C generated by ~t. 
For any E E (~ X ~: and any integer j, denote the j-section of E 
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by E~. : 
Ej = {¢o:(co, j) E E}. (4) 
Observe that E; is empty for every j if and only if E is empty. 
In the theorem below, we construct in a natural manner a (joint) 
probability measure P on the product space. By the adjective natural 
we mean that 
P(A X j) = ajPi(A); (5) 
that is, P is a joint probability formed by taking the "product" of the 
a priori probability a~. and the conditional probability of A given j. 
Moreover, we show that there is only one measure P with property 
(5). 
TrIV, OREM 1. The set function P defined for every E E (~ X 3¢ by 
P(E) = fx  Pi(Es) da(j) = ~ aiP~(Ei) (6) 
is the unique probability measure on (~ X 5C, a X 3¢) with property (5). 
Proof. I t  is easy to verify that P is a probability measure. Since 
(A × j)k is empty for j  ~ k and is A for j  = k, it follows from (6) that 
P(A × j) = a~Pj(A ). 
Let P be any measure on a × N such that P(A X j) = aiPj(A). 
Then P, /3 agree on the class of rectangles and hence on the class 5: 
of finite disjoint unions of rectangles. But ~Y is a field, Cg X :E is the 
a-field generated by 5:, and the measures Ps ,  /5~, the restrictions to 
ff of P, P, are finite, I t  follows by the extension theorem (Italmos, 
1950) that P~ and/~ have unique extensions to (~ X 3~; that is, P = P. 
2.2 CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
Let ~ be the a-field of rectangles one of whose sides is ~e: 
= {A × ~c:A E a}. (7) 
Likewise, let 
= {~XJ : JE  ~}. 
For every j = 1, 2, • • • , choose a version of the conditional probability 
P{~ X J [~}.  Since there are only countably many sets of the form 
X j, there exists a common exceptional set F E ~ such that P(F) = 0 
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and 
O<P{~2XJ J~ '}  <:}  
i 
For any J and any s E ~ X 5C, define 
q(U × J, s) = ~ P{~ × J l a} (s), s E E, 
~'~+ (8) 
= r(~ X J ) ,  s C F, 
where r is any probability measure (say r(~ X J)  = a( J ) )  on ~. If 
J = ~2~, the sum ~e~ is interpreted to be zero. 
In Lemmas 1, 2 and 3 below, we state three important properties of 
q which then enable us to identify q as a conditional probability dis- 
tribution. The proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 are straightforward and are 
omitted. 
LEMMA 1. q(., S) iS a probability measure on ~ for every s. 
LEMMA 2. q(~ X J, • ) is ~-measurable for every ~ X J E ~. 
LEMMA 3. For each ~ X J E ~ there xists a P-null set FI(J) E 
such that 
q(~ X J, .) = P{12 X J ia .}  on Fx~(J). 
Proof. From the properties of conditional probability, there exists a 
P-null set F2(J) E ~ such that 
P{~ X J i e} = ~ P{~ X J [ ~} on F2¢(J). JEJ 
But 
iEJ 
The proof is completed by setting FI(J) = F U F2(J). 
In view of the above three Lemmas, we see that q is (a version of) 
the conditional probability distribution on ~ relative to 6. Any other func- 
tion ~ with the properties expressed by Lemmas 1, 2 and 3 is also a 
conditional probability distribution on ~ relative to ~, and for every 
× JE  ~,  ~(~ X J,  .) = q(~ X J, -) a.e.[P]. 
In the terminology of Loire (1963), q is a regular conditional prob- 
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ability. The regularity property is the one asserted in Lemma 1. It  is 
necessary, as well as important, in the development that follows. 
We note that q(12 X J ,  • ) is ~-measurable and i~ consists of rectangles 
one of whose sides is the whole space ~C. Hence for every ordered pair 
s= (~, j )  E~X~c,  
q(~ X J ,  s) 
(9) 
= q(fl X J ,  (~ , j ) )  = q(e × J ,  (~ , i ) ) ,  i = 1, 2, . . . .  
Let 
g = Za~e~.  
Then g is the (marginal) probability measure on (~, e) induced by the 
joint probability P. For every i  E ~, g ( i i )  = P ( i )  for all j, where/ i i  
is the j-section of A. The measure space (~, e, g) is called the observa- 
tion space. 
The conditional distribution q has the property that 
P(A X J) = [ q(~ X J, 8) dP(s) 
JA ×3C (10) 
= J~ q(U X J, (~,j)) d,(~) 
for all j, J E ~, A ~ e. The first equality follows readily from Lemma 
3. The second equality seems natural in view of (4) ; it is an immediate 
consequence of the Lemma in the Appendix. 
III. A POSTERIORI DISTRIBUTION 
3.1 DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES 
In view of the properties of the function q, in particular (9) and 
Lemmas 1-3, we anticipate certain results and start with a definition. 
DEFINITION. A function ~ on ~ X ~ is called an a posteriori distribu- 
tion if 
i) for every fixed ~0 6 e, &( ", ~) is a probability measure on 3¢; 
ii) for every fixed J C X, d(J, • ) is an e-measurable function 
of ~; and 
iii) for every fixed J 6 ~, ~(J, ~) = P{e X J I a} (~, J) for all 
j a.e. [~l. 
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The Lemma in the Appendix can be used to show that property iii) 
above is equivalent o 
iii') P(A  X J )  = f a a(J, co) d#, A C a, J C ~. In particular, 
N j)  = a iR /A)  = f.~ 5(j ,  ~) &,. P (A  (11) 
Remarks. 
(A) Let q be any conditional probability distribution as defined in 
Section II. Then a version of a is given by 
~(J, ~) = q(a × J, (w, j)) ,  
the choice of j being irrelevant since q is independent of j. Thus the 
existence of a conditional probability distribution q, already established, 
guarantees us that an a posteriori distribution ~ always exists. 
(B) Let a and ~ be two a posteriori distributions. Clearly, for every 
j, a(j ,  • ) = ~(j, • ) outside of a ~-null set. Since there are only countably 
many points j, this #-null set can be chosen to be independent of j. 
Moreover, 
5 ( J , . )  = ~5( j , . ) ,  
J~J 
and 
3(J, .) = ~( j , . ) .  
JEJ 
Hence 
~(J, w) = f~(J, w) for all ] and all co ~N,  p(N) = 0. (12) 
Conversely, a given function ~ is a version of the a posteriori distribu- 
tion if ~(J, w) is a probability measure in J and a-measurable in w, 
and if q(j, • ) = a(j, • ) a.e. [#] for every j. 
(C) An a posteriori distribution a defines several other a posterior 
quantities. Thus, for example, 
i) the a posteriori distribution given w (is observed) is the prob- 
ability measure c~(., o:) on ~;  
ii) the a posteriori probability of Hj is the w-random variable 
~(j, .); 
iii) the a posteriori probability of H~ given w is the number 5(j, ~). 
The a.e. [~] uniqueness of a implies corresponding uniqueness properties 
of the derived quantities i)-iii). 
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3.2 CONNECTION WITH P~ADON-NIKODYM DERIVATIVES 
Equation (11) implies that for every j there exists a version of the 
R-N derivative dPHdt, such that aj(dPHdg)(~) = &(j, ~) for all 
Hence using these same versions of the derivative, the function ~ with 
values 
q(J, ~) = ~ as dPj (13) 
JEJ d/L 
is identically the a posteriori distribution ~. However, given any versions 
dPjdg, it does not necessarily follow that q defined by (13) is an a 
posteriori distribution. It may happen that the series in (13) does not 
converge for certain exceptional u-points. Moreover, even within the set 
of convergence of this series, there may exist exceptional points ~ at 
which the resulting J-function ~(., ~) is not a probability measure on ~. 
The theorem below asserts that all these exceptional ~0-points form a 
~-null set F so that by appropriately defining ~ on F it is possible to 
obtain an a posteriori distribution. 
THEOREM 2. Given any versions dPHdg there exists a ~-null set F such 
that the function "f defined as 
dP~ 
q(J, ~) = ~ a~ (~), ~ ~ F 
J~J 
= r(J) ,  ~ C F, 
where r is any probability measure on ~C, is an a posteriori distribution. 
Proof. It is known (Bharucha, 1966) that ~ a~(dPJd~) = 1 except 
on a null set. Call this null set F, and verify that ~2 satisfies the definition 
of an a posteriori distribution. 
IV. MINIMUM ERROR PROBABILITY 
We return to the decision problem and start with some definitions. 
A partition of fi is a countable sequence A = {A~} of disjoint measurable 
sets whose union is ~2. A partition A = {Ai} together with the decision 
rule--decide H~ is true if o; C A~--eonstitutes a decision scheme (defined 
by the partition A). 
Associated with every partition is an event 8A, called the error, de- 
fined by the disjoint union 
~x = UA~° X i, 
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or equivalently by the disioint union 
,%= U Aj X i. 
i# j  
In words, an error occurs if H i ,  i = 1, 2, • • • , is true and the decision 
is made that Ht is false (that is, o~ E Ai ° = U Ai). The error probability, 
i, t# j  
or probability of error, is P(8~). A minimum error probability partition 
is a partition S = {Sd of ~ such that P(~B) =< P(~A) for all partitions A. 
The probability of correct decision is P (~x¢) = 1 - P(SA). Clearly the 
problem of minimizing P(SA) is equivalent o maximizing P(SA°). We 
adopt the latter viewpoint. 
Now 
= P(U A, x i) = Z P(At x i). 
i t 
Using (11) to express the P-measure of rectangular sets, 
The integrand on the far right is bounded uniformly in A by 
M(~)  = max a(j,  co), w C ~. (14) 
J 
The maximum is achieved since ~ 5(j,  • ) = 1 implies that 5(j,  • ) --* 0 
as j  ~ ~.  For the partition S = {S~}, 
Si = {w:i is the smallest integer such that a(i,  ~) = M(w)}, (15) 
the corresponding integrand ~-~i ~(i, ~)xs~(oJ) -- M(~)  for all ~. Hence 
S is a minimum error probability partition and the 
error probability = 1 - fa M(~0) d#. mia. 
Let N(@ be the se~ of all integers such that ~(k, w) = M(w) if 
k E N(o~). The decision scheme defined by {Sd can be described as 
follows: decide Ht is true where i = min N(w). Clearly another decision 
scheme, which is also optimum (in the sense of minimum error prob- 
ability), is to decide Ht is true if i = max N(~).  This leads us to call a 
partition {~.} a variant of {St} if for all ~o and all i, ~o E ~i implies that 
i E N(~).  Clearly every variant of {Sd is optimum. 
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In devising variants of {S¢}, it should notbe  construed that there is 
complete freedom in choosing an i in the set N(~o). The simple example 
below shows that it is possible to arrive at decision sets hi which are not 
measurable so that an error probability cannot be defined in the usual 
sense. 
Example. Suppose there are only two hypotheses, //i and H~. Let 
al = ~ = ½, and let P1 and P2 be the uniform distributions on the 
Lebesgue measurable sets of [0, 1] and [½, 6] respectively. Let A be a sub- 
set of [½, 1]. Then it is easy to show that if A is measurable, then 
{ ( - -  ~, ½) [J A, [( - ~,  ½) U A] c} is an optimum partition. If A is not 
measurable, then the error probability is not defined. 
In the following theorem, the often heard assertion that "minimizing 
the error probability is equivalent to maximizing the a posteriori prob- 
ability" is precisely stated and proven. 
THEOREM 3. An optimum partition always exisgs. Let ~ be any version 
of the a posteriori distribution. The minimum error probability is 
1 -- f~ max,. a(j ,  o~) d#. The partition {SI(5)}, 
S i ( ~ ) = { ¢o:i is the smallest integer such that ~ (i, o~) = maxj 5 (j, ~) }, (16) 
and all its variants are optimum. 
Conversely, given any optimum partition ~ = [3¢} there exists a version 
of the a posteriori distribution such that ~ is a variant of S(~).  
Proof. Only the converse half remains to be proven. Let 5 be any a 
posteriori distribution. Since ~ is optimum, 
P(8~ ¢) = fo ~(i, ~)X~,(~0)d~ = fo 
where 
M(co) = max d~(j, co). 
J 
But 
M(~) > ~ ~(i, ~)X~,(~) 
for all ~. Hence M(o~) = ~ 5(i, oJ)x~,(co) for all o~ not contained in 
some ~-null set F. For all J ,  let 
~(J, co) - ~(J, o~), o~ E F% 
= M(co) ,  ~0 C F .  
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Then ~ (J, • ) 
Moreover, 
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= d(J, • ) a.e. [~] so that ~ is an a posteriori distribution. 
8(i, co)xa,(~o) = maxi 3(j, co) 
i 
for all w so that 
f~(i,w) = max j ( j ,~)  if ~C Si.  
i 
Hence {S~} is a variant of S(~). 
In view of the close connection established in Section I I I  between the 
derivatives dPffdg and a posteriori distributions, we can specify opti- 
mum partitions in terms of the derivatives. Suppose we pick any par- 
ticular versions of the derivatives and then define the g-null set F and 
the a posteriori distribution q as in Theorem 2: 
de] (z) q(J ,  .,) = F, 
J eJ d# 
= r ( J ) ,  ~ E F, 
where r is any probability measure on J-sets. Let 
Tl(q) = F U {w:o~ ~ F and unity is the smallest 
integer i such that ~(i, ~) = max ~(j, ~)}, 
J 
Ti(~) = {~:~ $ F and i is the smallest integer such that 
q(i, ~) = maxq( j ,  ~)}, i = 2, 3, . . .  
J 
Then P~(S~(,~) A Ti(q) ) = 0 for all i so that { T~(q) } is also an optimum 
partition. 
A slightly different approach 4 is to specify an optimum partition 
directly in terms of the derivatives. Imitating definition (15) of St ,  let 
dP~ (~) T~ = ~: i  the smallest integer such that ai ~-g 
a dP~ } 
= sup (~) 
4 See Kadota  (1966) and Bharucha  (1966) for detai ls .  
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Then { £Pl} is a partition of F1 ° where 
F1 = {~ dP~ (~) < sup a~ dP~ (~) for all ~ ~ -~ . 
That is, F1 is the co-set on which sup~ aj(dPjd#) (~0) is not achieved. It  
can be shown that #(F1) = 0 so that {T1 (J F, ~'~, i = 2, 3, . - .  I is an 
optimum partition. 
V. DETECTION OF RANDOM PROCESS 
We now develop and apply the results of the preceding sections to the 
case where the observation ~is a path of a random process {xt, t C T}. 
In particular, we are interested in the case where ~n optimum decision 
is to be made only on the basis of certain numbers ~1(~), " "  , ~(~) ,  
n ~ ~,  which are obtained from the observed path ~. Thus ~(~)  may 
be the value at ime t~. of the path ~, or it may be the j th  coefficient of 
some series expansions of the xt-process. 
Let ~ be the set of all real valued functions on T. Clearly the observa- 
tion space ~ is some subset of ~. Since in the previous ections 12 was not 
restricted in any manner, these previous results should be applicable to 
the present ease where ~ is a function space. Several modifications and 
refinements have to be introduced, however, before the previous results 
become meaningful. Thus, in the general absence of methods of comput- 
ing 4, the question ~rises if there exist functions 5~ such that (i) ~( j ,  ~) 
can be computed from ~1(c0), . . .  , ~(~) ,  and (ii) for large n, 5~(j, ~) 
is close to 5(j,  ~) uniformly in j, or at least 4" defines a "best" partition 
whose error probability is close to the minimum error probability P , .  
Furthermore, before the above question can be resolved, the probability 
spaces (~t, a, P~) have to be defined. These spaces are not, in general, 
given to us. Rather, corresponding to every hypothesis H~, we are given 
(hopefully) a consistent 5 family 
{F~!..~.} = {F~!..t~, tj E T, 1 < j =< n < ~} 
of distribution functions. If  ~ is chosen to be 5 and if a is small enough 
so that the distribution functions uniquely define P~ on a, then it turns 
out that a is never large enough to include certain sets of interest, e.g., 
the set of all Lebesgue square-integrable functions on T. 
5 See Doob (1953), p. 10 for definition of consistency. 
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5.1 :PRELIMINARY MODEL OF OBSERVATION SPACE 
We begin by constructing a preliminary model of the observation 
space (~2, (~, ~). This model will prove to beunsatisfactorybutwil l  serve 
as a basis for constructing other models. 
Let (~r be the ~-field of subsets of ~ generated by cylinder sets W of 
the form 
W = {~:~(t) < Xj-, tj. C T, 1 < j < n < oo}. (17) 
Define P~(W) to be F~!..t,~(X1, • • • , k~). Then P~ can be extended to a 
countably additive measure on a t .  Let (5, (~, ~) denote the completion 
of (~, a t ,  ~ a~) .  Note that P~ has a natural extension onto (~ since 
ar  c (~ c (~, where (~ is the completion of (~r under P~ .6 
From a physical viewpoint, we want to define an observable v ex- 
plicitly as a function of the observed path, that is, as a function of ~. 
From a mathematical viewpoint, we require v to be "measurable" so 
that probabilites of events associated with v can be defined. Now suppose 
that our observation space is (~, (~, p). Then ~ should be defined for 
(almost) every x C ~2 and measurable r lative to (~. But it turns out that 
several interesting observables fail to meet these requirements. For ex- 
ample, the peak value 
v(~) = sup I~(t)[ (18) 
tE~" 
is never at-measurable. I t  is (~-measurable only in the uninteresting case 
when it is a.e. [~] infinite (Doob, 1947, p. 18). In a similar vein, the 
"energy" 
= f l (t) 12 dt (19) 
and the "expansion coefficient" 
~(~) = f,. ,(t)~(t) dt (20) 
cannot be defined for almost every ~ since ~2~, the class of Lebesgue 
measurable functions  T, as well as ~2(T), the class of Lebesgue square- 
integrable functions on T, is never (~-measurable. Indeed, regardless of 
The proof is easy. In fact, (~ = N(~ ~. 
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the finite dimensonal distributions, 
~*(~)  = ~*(~(T) )  ~= 1, 
(21) 
f i . (e~) = £ , (~(T) )  = 0, 
where ~* and ~. denote the outer and inner measure relative to (9, a, ~).7 
Suppose, however, that we use (~z ,  ~ ,  z~) to be our observation 
space. Here (~ and #M are constructed in exactly the same way as a 
and ~ except hat the cylinder sets (17) are now required to be subsets 
of ~2M .S Then every observed path ¢ C 9~ is Lebesgue measurable. Un- 
fortunately, when using quantities like (19) and (20), we generally need 9 
that ~(t), considered as a function of the pair (~, t), is jointly measur- 
able. I t  can be shown that this joint measurability cannot be assured 
when using the space (12., (~12M, #M). For example, if p{¢0 :~0(t) = 0} = 1, 
t ~ T, then we have joint measurability if we use the space (~20, a0, z0) 
with n0 consisting of the single point ~0 ~ 0. But ~*(~20) = 1 and 
P.(g0) = 0, and this fact can be used to prove that we do not have joint 
measurability if we use (9~,  (~9.,  ~) .  
5.2 MODEL OF OBSERVATION SPACE AND RANDOM PROCESS 
One way of overcoming these measurability difficulties is to enlarge 
the a-field (~, the enlargement being tailor-made to the needs of the 
problem. 1° Let 
~1 C ~, P*(91) = 1. 
The set ~ is to be thought of as the class of those functions on T which 
are sufficiently regular to be of interest. Now take a to be a((~, 9~), the 
smallest a-field which contains S-sets and ~.  It can be shown that A E a 
7 See Doob (1937), p. 113, for a proof that  p*(~ - ~M) = 1. Hence #*(~)  = 0. 
Also, p,(22(T))  = 0 since 2~(T) c ~M • The proof that  P*(~M) = ~*(22(T)) = 1 
is similar. 
s I t  is easy to show that  (~M = {~M:~ ~ (~ }. ~M is well defined since #* (~M) = 
1. See Section 8.1. 
This is discussed in detail in Section 7.3. 
~0 Other approaches are pursued in Section VI I I .  The problem of constructing 
appropriate models of an observation space is just the problem of construct ing 
appropriate models of the random process being observed. The approach here, 
and those of Section VI I I ,  are based on results in Doob (1947), where models of 
random processes are discussed and where further references may be found. 
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if and only if A has the decomposition 
A = A I~I  -~- 2~2(~ - -  ~1), -41 E (L (22) 
Define the measure g on e by 
#(A) = ~(-41). (23) 
Our assumption that ~*(~1) = 1 is necessary and sufficient o ensure 
that (23) defines ~(A) uniquely although decomposition (22) of A may 
not be unique (Doob, 1947; Doob, 1937, p. 109). 
Clearly (~ c a, fi and g coincide on (~, and (~, (~, g) is complete since 
(~, (~, 3) is complete. The C-field a is a slight enlargement of (~ in the 
sense that it differs from (~ only by null sets. More precisely, it can be 
readily shown that 
a = {X A N:.4 E (~, N E (~, ~(N) = 0}. (24) 
Likewise, 
a = {At A N:Ar C at ,  N ~ a, ~(N) = 0}. (25) 
Note that by definition of a and ~, 
~1 E a, ~(~)  = 1. 
If the observable (18) is of interest, then we can choose ~1 to be ~r*,  
the class of all functions o) such that 
sup ~(t) = sup o~(t), 
I E IT*  tE IT  
inf ~(t) = inf ~(t), 
E!fT * t EIT 
for every open interval I. Here T* is any countable subset of T such 
that ~*(er*) = 1. Such a T* always exists (Doob, 1947, pp. 21-22). If 
we have continuity in probability, that is, if 
limp{~:l~0(tj) -~( t ) l  > e} = 0 
t]-~t 
for all ~ > 0 and all t, then T* can be any countable dense subset of T. 
The above assertions can be viewed as a restatement of the fact n that 
there is always a standard separable xtension of a random process, and 
n Doob (1953), Ohap. 2, Theorems 2.2 and 2.¥. 
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that if a separable process is continuous in probability then every count- 
able dense subset of T is a separating t-set. 
The situation, where observables (19) and (20) are of interest, is 
discussed in detail in Section VII. 
DEFINITIONS. The observation space (~, 6, ~) is (~, 6((~, fh), ~), 
constructed above as the (minimal) extension of (~, (~, ~i) such that 
~21 E 6, ~*(fh) = 1. (There is no present need to specify ~ .) The random 
provess {xt, t E T} is the family of random variables on (~2, 6, ~) de- 
fined by xt(oJ) = o~(t). An observable ~ is a random variable on (f~, 6, ~). 
Remarks. 
(A) The random process is of function space type, that is, the sample 
point ~0 is a time function (-,(t), t C T) which is identically the path 
(xt(~), t E T) generated by ~. 
(B) (~ is the smallest complete z-field of subsets of ~ relative to which 
xt is measurable for every t E T. 
(C) Let 5 = c 6 be a z-field. Following Doob (1953), we define 5=' to 
be the class of all sets which are either in 5= or differ from such sets by 
null sets of 6: 
~' = {F AN:F  E ff, N E 6 ,~(N)  = 0}. (26) 
Then from the definitions 6r and (~, and from Equations (24) and (25), 
We have 
6T '= (~'= 6. (27) 
It follows TM that to every a-measurable function, and hence to every ob- 
servable 7, there corresponds a countable set Itj C T} and a Borel 
measurable function f such that 
,(~) = y(x , , (~) ,  . . . ,  x , . (~) ,  ...), ~ ~ N C a,  ~(N)  = 0. (2S) 
Therefore, except for a set of paths of total probability equal to zero, the 
value ~(~) at the path o~ can be calculated, in principle, by observing the 
path at only countably many time instants which are independent of the 
path. 
(D) Let 
~(xt , t E T*) (29) 
denote the smallest z-field relative to which xt is measurable for every 
is Doob (1953), Theorems 1.6 and 2.2, pp. 604-605. 
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t E T*. Then it follows from the preceding Remark that, given any a 
posteriori distribution &, there exists a countable set Tj c T and a 
ff(xt, t E Tj)-measurable function ~(j, • ) such that 
&(j, ~) = ~(j, ~), ~ ¢ N~. E a, ~(N~) = 0. 
Redefine ~(j, • ) on U N~. to be 1 or 0 according as j  = 1 or j  ~ 1. Then 
it is easy to verify that/~ is an a posteriori distribution• Hence there 
always exists a countable set T*( = U Tj) and a version ~ of the a 
posteriori distribution such that /~(j, • ) is ff(x~, t C T*)-measurable 
(and hence at-measurable) for every j. 
5•3 T~ OBSERVABLES AND L IMIT  AS n - - ->  oo 
Given observables vl,  "'" , ~ ,  n =< ~,  defne (see (29), (26)) 
(30) 
a~ = ff(vJ ,1 _<j < n); 
• ! 
then (~, a~', ~) is a complete probability space. We shall work with a~ 
rather than a~ to avoid unnecessary details about null sets. 
Suppose an optimum decision as to which hypothesis i  true is to be 
made only on the basis of the values vl(w), . . -  , #~(w), n < ~.  More 
precisely, let S ~ = {S~}, A ~ = {A~} denote partitions of ~ which are 
! f 
a~ -measurable, that is, their sets S~, M ~, i = 1, 2, . --  , are a~ -meas- 
urable. A partition S ~ is to be devised which is optimum, that is, its 
associated error probability is to be minimized: 
p~ a p(~ ) P(~ ) e ~ ,sn < A n 
for all A ~, where 
gA~ = U Aj ~ X i .  
i , j  
- -  g 
Following Equation (7), let cl~' = {A X 5¢:A C a~ }. Then using the 
results of Sections I I - IV,  we have conditional probabilities P{~2 X j I a~'} 
which can be used to obtain an a posteriori distribution relative to 
~i ,  " ' "  , ~;n. 
DEFINITION. A function &~ on Y: X f~ is called an a posteriori dis- 
tribution given ,/1, • • • , n, (n < ~ ) if 
i) for every fixed w, &'(. ,  w) is a probability measure on 5£; 
ii) for every fixed J ,  &~(J, • ) is 6~'-measurable; 
iii) for every fixed J ,  &~(J, w) = P{~ X J I ~'} (w, j)  for all j, a.e. 
[~1. 
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In view of the Lemma in Appendix B, property iii) is equivalent to 
iii') for every J ,  
a'~(J , . )d# = P(A  X J)  = 6~(J,.)dg, A C a:. (31) 
We note that ~ is a point in function space; it is no longer an observa- 
tion which is available to us and on the basis of which we have to decide 
which hypothesis is true. Nevertheless an inspection of the previous 
results shows that the partition S n = {S~n}, 
S~" = [~: i is the smallest integer 
(32) 
such that ~n(i, ~) = max ~n(j, ~)}, 
J 
is an optimum partition with error probability 
f~  An ° P• = 1 -- max a (3, ~) d~, (33) 
i 
Moreover, every (a,'-measurable) variant of S n is also optimum. Con- 
versely, given any optimum partition ~,  there exists a version ~n of the 
a posteriori distribution relative to m,  "'" , nn such that ~'  is a variant 
of the partition obtained by replacing &n by/~n in (32). 
It  is intuitively plausible that 
p1 > p2> > pe~ > p,  
The framework we have established enables us to prove it readily. For, 
p~-i = min P(SA~-,), 
An-1 
Pen = min P(SA-), 
An 
! l where the minima are taken over all (~n-1- and a~ -measurable partitions, 
I ! 
respectively. But an-~ c an so that the first minimum is not less than 
the second one. Likewise the fact that for all n, an c a .  c a implies 
that P~n > P~ > Pe 
The simple argument given above also proves that limn-~. Pe n > P,*. 
We now proceed to give a proof, independent of the monotonicity ofp n, 
• pn  that hm . . . .  = P~ . Using property (31), it is easy to verify that for 
every fixed J ,  the sequence of random variables 
~( j , .  ), a~(J,.  ), . . . ,  ~( J , .  ), ~(J, • ) 
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-7  defined on (~, (~, #) is a martingale. Moreover, since a~ c a 2 . - .  c 
U a'--~ c a--~, it follows (Doob, 1953, p. 331) that  
P{~ xJIa---~} - -~P{~ X J l~ '~ ~} a.e. [P] 
Hence an(J ,  • ) --~ a*( J ,  • ) a.e. [~]. This, together with the fact that  
Z j  An  • a (3, ~) = 1 for all co and all n < oo, implies 13 that  
~j  ] &n(j, ¢¢) ~o • 
- -  a ( j ,  ~)[ -~ 0 a .e . [ , ] ,  
or equivalent ly,  that  ~( J ,  ~o) -~ ~ (J, ¢o) un i fo rmly  in J  a.e. [~]. But  
. . . . . .  = ~ (3,  - O ,  I max o~ (3, o~) max a (3, ~)] < max[ ~ " o;) - ^~ " 
J J J 
Therefore 
^n • ^~ - max a (3, " ) ~-+ max a (3, • ) a.e.[~]. 
i J 
Now maxi 5~(j, • ) _-< 1, so that  (33) together with the dominated con- 
vergence theorem implies that  P~ -+ P~.  
We summarize these results in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. 
(A) The min imum error probability P~ is noninereasing in n and 
p~.  converges to , . 
p1  ~ p2  . . .  ~ p .o (> p~), 
Jim P ~ P ~ e ~ e • 
n 
(B) For every fixed J ,  the sequence 
~( J ,  • ), 5~(J, • ), . . . ,  5~(J,  • ), ~(J ,  • ) 
of a posteriori probabilities is a martingale on (~, (~, ~), and 
~' ( J ,  • ) --~ &*(J, • ) uniformly in J  a.e. [~]. 
5.4 THE OPTIMUM DECISION AND COUNTABLY MANY OBSERVABLES 
We now wish to identify  ^ ~ S ~ P ~ a , and ~ as 5, S and P~, respectively. 
The theorem below gives sufficient conditions to make this identification. 
I ts  proof is based on nothing more than recalling the definitions of the 
symbols used. 
~3 Halmos (1950), p. 112, exercise 7. 
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THEORE~ 5. ~o: is an a posteriori distribution, S ~ is an optimum par- 
tition and Pe ~ is the min imum error probability, i f  any of the following 
conditions are satisfied. 
(A) There exists a version ~ of the a posteriori probability such that 
5 ( j '  • ) is a~o'-measurable for every j. 
(B) a j  = a. 
(C) a+' D a~,. 
(D) Every cylinder set W (Equation (17)) differs from some set 
A~ E a~ by at most a null set: 
W = A~AN,  N E a,  tL(N) = O. 
Moreover, (B), (C) and (D) are equivalent, and they imp ly (A) .  
Proof. The conclusion of the theorem follows at once from (B). 
Clearly (B) implies (A). (B) is equivalent to (C) since arc  (~ and 
at '  = a (Equation (27)). The equivalence of (C) and (D) is a conse- 
quence of the definition of (~  (Equations (30), (26)) and the fact hat 
the cylinder sets generate a r .  
The following example can be used to show (the proof will be omitted) 
that (A) does not imply (B). Hence it is possible that the conclusions 
of Theorem 5 are valid even if (~  c a, (~'  ~ a. 
Example. al = a2 = ½, a = 
Pl{w:x~,(~) = 0} = P~{~:xt,(~) = 1} = 1, t, C T = {t~, t~}. 
The observables are vl = 72 . . . . .  xa • 
Condition (D) tempts us to conclude that despite all the technical 
complications it is only the cylinder sets that matter. This conclusion is 
almost rue but it ignores certain null sets N E a which gave rise to the 
complications, and which had to be appended to the original a-fields 
(~ and (~ to overcome some measurability difficulties. 
VI. TIME SAMPLES AS OBSERVABLES 
We take our observables to be time samples 
~j(~) = xti(~), t~. E T. (34) 
We anticipate that we will not need smoothness properties uch as 
separability. Hence we set ~ = ~, and our observation space (~, a, #) 
becomes (~, (~, p). 
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By Remark B, Section 3.1, there always exists an a posteriori dis- 
tribution ~ such that for every j, a( j ,  • ) is ~(xt,  t C T* ) -measurable for 
some countable set T* c T. Therefore, if we choose {t~.} in (34) to be 
T*, then condition (A) of Theorem 5 is satisfied. Hence we have proved 
the following 
THEOREM 6. There always exists some set {tj} C T such that if  ~j = xti , 
then the conclusions of Theorem 5 hold; Pe ~ = Pe . 
The above theorem gives no clue as to how T* may be obtained. The 
theorem below corrects this deficiency by imposing a minimal smoothness 
condition on the process, namely, {xt, t C T} is continuous in g-prob- 
ability. I t  is easy to show that this smoothness condition is equivMent to 
the condition that {xt,  t E T} is continuous in Pj-probability for all j. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose {xt,  t C T} is continuous in g-probability. Let 
~ = xt~, where I tj} is any countable dense subset of T. Then 
am' = ~' (#j , 1 <= j <= ~ ) = a so that the conclusions of Theorem 5 hold; 
in particular, P~ = P~. 
Proof. Fix t C T. Since the process is continuous in probability and 
{t~.} is dense in T, there exists some sequence {s~} ~ {t3} such that 
l imx~ = xton~ - N, NC a ,g (N)  = 0. But l imx~ (defined to be 
zero wherever the limit does not exist) is a~'-measurable since (ft, a~',  g) 
is a complete measure space. Moreover, N E a~'. Hence xt is a~'-meas- 
urable, and this is true for every t C T. Therefore a~' ~ ~(xt ,  t C T) ,  
from which it follows that a~' = a. 
VII. EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS AS OBSERVABLES 
7.1 ASSUMPTIONS 
The set T is assumed to be a closed bounded interval. The observables 
#~ are expansion coefficients of the process: 
x~ (~) = ~ ~ (~)~(t) ,  (35) 
vj (¢o) = f xt(oJ)~¢(t) dt, (36) 
where the choice of the functions ~. and the sense of convergence in (35) 
and (36) is to be made precise later. 
The observation space (~, (~, g) is (~, a((~, ~) ,  g). The set ~1 will be 
discussed later. The random process {xt,t C T} is defined by 
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= Let  
I t  is easy to verify that p~. is of nonnegative-definite type. Although the 
mean value of the process is not subtracted in the above equation, we 
shall call pi the covariance function corresponding to hypothesis H~.. 
We assume that p~ is bounded for every j. 
We will need the following 
LEMMA 4. For every a-measurable function f, 
f = 
provided either side of the above equation exists. (The proof consists of 
verifying the Lemma for simple functions f, and then approximating any f 
by simple functions.) 
We now make two assumptions on the pj's. Firstly, we assume that 
as max pj(t, t) < oo. (38) 
t 
I t  follows by Lemma 4 that ~ bounded covariance function p, defined as 
,,(,, => = f , ,  =, d#, (t, s) E T X T, 
J 
exists, and 
p,(t, s) = ~ ce]p~(t, s) uniformly on T X T. (39) 
Secondly, we assume that pj is continuous (on T × T) for everyj. Hence 
by (39), p~ is continuous. Conversely, continuity of p, implies continuity 
of pj for every j since by Lemma 4, 
a~ f J x, - xt. < x~ - xt. d# --+ 0 
as t~ -+ t. The continuity assumption will enable us to use the Kar- 
hunen-Lobve xpansion in Section 7.2, and to construct a measurable 
model for the random process in Section 7.3. The measurable model will 
allow us to interpret the expansion coefficients (36) as sample (Lebesgue) 
integrals, and to give a physical meaning to assumption (38). 
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7.2 Q. M.  RIEMANN INTEGRALS AS OBSERVABLES 
The q.m. [t~] continuity of the process implies that the q.m. Riemana 
integral ~4 
(~) = f x,(~)vi(t) dt (40) 0i 
~q .m.  
exists for any continuous (in fact, for any Lebesgue square-integrable) 
fUnCtioR ~j. In terms of the ~j's we have the well-known Karhunea- 
Lo~ve Expansion Theorem (see footnote 14), which we state in the 
following incomplete form. 
THEORE~ 8. Let T be a closed bounded interval. A random process 
{xt, t E T} with continuous (on T X T) covariance function p has an 
orthogonal decomposition 
xt --- 1.i.m. ~ Vj~j(t), 
J 
with ~ defined above and 
t C T, (41) 
f0~ Ok dt~ = ~j~ X~, 
(42) 
f ~ ~ dt = ~jk , 
if the ~ and ~ are eigenvalues and corresponding orthonormal eigenfunc- 
tions of its covariance : 
f p(t, s)~(s) ds = Xj ~(t), t E (43) T. 
We wish to use the numbers V~(¢o) to make the decision as to which 
hypothesis true. A possible objection to their use arises, however, from 
the fact that they are defined as q.m. Riemann integrals 15 and not as 
ordinary (Lebesgue) integrals fxt(~)~j(t)dt  of the sample path 
(xt(~), t E T). (This objection will be removed shortly b working with 
a measurable model of the xt-process.) Nevertheless, ince the ~j's are 
a-measurable, they can be computed in principle from the value of the 
14 See Lo6ve (1963), pp. 471-477. 
15 Note that (40) does not define the value of ~- at the observed path ~ as an 
"average" over all paths J E ~. 
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sample path at countably many instants of time (see Remark C, Section 
5,2). 
Let a~ = 5:(~s, 1 < j < ~ ). Then a~' = Ct. The proof is as follows: 
Let s~(t) = ~_,~ ~( t ) .  Then 1.i.m. s~(t) = xt so that along some subse- 
quence {nk}, s~(t, ~) --> xt(o~), ~ ~ N C a, #(N) = O. The remainder 
of the proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 7. 
7.3 MEASURABILITY, SAMPLE INTEGRALS AND ~NTERPRETATIONS 
In order to calculate the coefficients ~j as sample (Lebesgue) integrals, 
and to interpret assumption (38) on the covariance function, we need 
to assume that the process is measurable. More precisely, let 
(T, 2, X) be the Lebesgue measure space, and form the product space 
(~ X T, (~ X ~, ~ X X). The process is said to be measurable if xt(~) as 
a function of the pair (~, t) is measurable r lative to the completion of 
(~ X ~ under g X ),. We showed earlier that p~ is continuous. This enables 
us to assert 16 that there is a set ~ ,  ~$(~'~1) ~--- 1, such that if (~, a, g) = 
(~, (~((~, ~1), #), then {xt, t ~ T} is a measurable process of function 
space type. We shall work with this model of the observation space and 
random process in the remainder of this section. Using the notion of a 
measurable cover (Halmos, 1950, pp. 50-51), it is easy to show that 
g = ~ afl~ *. Now p*(a~) = 1 = ~ ajP3"*(~l) ,  Z a~" = 1 and a i > 0 
for all j. Hence Pj*(a~) = 1 for all j. Moreover m" is continuous. There- 
fore, {at} is also a measurable process of function space type on 
(~, (~, Ps) = (~, (~(a, al), Pj). 
The measurability of the process implies that a.e. [~] sample function 
(xt(~), t C T) is Lebesgue measurable. Hence the sample integral 
f [ I' dt 
exists a.e. [g]. This integral is called the energy of the observation ¢. Its 
expectation relative to Pj., 
is called its average nergy under hypothesis H~.. The power at time t for 
the observation ~0 is I xt(w)l 2, and the average power at time t under 
16 Doob (1953), Chap. 2, Theorems 2.6 and 2.9. 
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hypothesis Hi is p~( t, t) = f [ xt(~)l 2 dPi . The peals average power under 
hypothesis Hj is maxt pj(t, t). Since the process is measurable, 
f f I s a,a,  = f f t' at-- f it,,)a,. 
That is, relative to H~, the average nergy is equal to the time integrM of 
the average power. 
Assumption (38) can be interpreted as follows: the peak average 
power under every hypothesis Hj is finite; it may, however, increase to 
infinity (as j -~ ~ ) at a rate slower than the decrease of aj to zero. 
Roughly speaking, the peak average power under H~. can be relatively 
large provided Hi. is relatively (a priori) improbable. 
Instead of using the measure P j ,  we can use the measure ~. Then 
f f [xt(o~ ) ]2 dt d• is called the average nergy, p,(t, t) is called the average 
power, and maxt p,( t, t) is called the peak average power. Assumption (38) 
then implies that the peak average nergy is finite since 
f f t' du = fp.(v)a,. 
Since f I xt(~)[ 2 dt < ~,  ~0 ~ N, ~(N) = 0, the integrals 
~j (~) = f xt(~)9~(t) dt, j = 1, 2, -.- , (44) 
are finite for o~ (~ N. Hence by Fubini's Theorem, the ~.'s are a-meas- 
urable a.e. [~] unique random variables. 
Now the q.m. Riemann integral Vj, Equation (40), and the above 
sample integral v~" are equal a.e. [~]. The proof is given in Lo~ve (1963, 
p. 521) and requires that {xt} be a measurable process. Hence all the 
results of the preceding subsection hold with V3 replaced by ~j. In 
particular, 
a ,  = 5='(~-,1 <-j  =< oo) = 5:'(n~.,1 <j-5_ oo) = Ct. 
Remark. We may or may not include eigenfunctions corresponding to
zero eigenvalues without altering the validity of Theorem 8. This follows 
(Equation (42))f[  ~j-12 d~ = X~ so that a~. = 0 a.e. [~] from the fact that 
if Xj = 0. Suppose we include the eigenfunctions corresponding to zero 
eigenvalues. Let £2 (T) be the metric space of Lebesgue square-integrable 
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functions on T with metric 
if ]' d(f, g) = [ f _ g [S dt . 
Since the covariance function is continuous, the collection of all its eigen- 
functions is complete in 2~(T). Hence using (44) and the fact that 
~j- = ~j a.e. [~], it follows that 
xt(~) = ~, j (~)~( t )  in 22(T) (45) 
for every fixed ~, ~ $ N, ~(N) = 0. We do not use (45) in any way, but 
merely point it out as an interesting consequence of the measurability 
of the process. 
We close this section by summarizing the results in form of 
THEOREM 9. Let T be a closed bounded interval. Assume that p#(t, s) = 
f fuv  dF~ )(u, v) is continuous on T X T, and that 
a¢ max p¢(t, t) < ~.  
t 
Then there is an observation space (~, a, g) = (~, a(~,  ~1), g) such that 
{xt , t C T} is a measurable process of function space type with continuous 
covariance function p~ , where p, = ~ ajp¢ uniformly on T X T. 
Let h~ and ¢~ be the eigenvalues and corresponding orthonormal eigen- 
functions of p~ . Then the sample Lebesgue integral 
exists a.e. ~], and 
~j = f xt ~i(t) dt 
f ~l¢ ~?k dg = hi ~jk • 
I f  ~1, ~2 , " "" are used as observables, then (l~' = ~. Hence the conclusions 
of Theorem 5 hold; in particular P,~ = P , .  
VIII. OTHER MODELS OF OBSERVATION SPACE AND 
RANDOM PROCESS 
8.I FUNCTION SPACE TYPE MODEL OF PROCESS 
In Sections V and VII, we corrected the deficiency of (~, (~, ~) as an ob- 
servation space by enlarging (~ to a(~,  ~-~1), the smallest a-field contain- 
ing (~-sets and ~i • The same end can be achieved by decreasing ~to ~1. 
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The set ftl is the same set used in generating a((I, ~1) and has outer 
~-measure one. 
We take our new observation space to be (~1, (I~tl, #1) where 
(46) 
Our requirement that P*(91) = 1 is necessary and sufficient (Doob, 
1937, p. 109) to ensure that (46) assigns probabilities uniquely on (~[t~ 
although a given set in (~9~ may have two different representations fi*~h 
and ~,  X ~/~.  I t  is trivial to show that (~1, (i~1, ~1) is complete. 
In the previous observation space, all measurable sets were of the form 
A1~1 + A2(~ -- gl) ,  ~1: E (~, and all subsets of ((t - gl) were assigned 
zero probability. Hence the present observation space (~,  (~ i ,  v~) can 
be viewed roughly as obtained from the previous pace by discarding all 
points in ((~ - ~1). 
If the random process {x,, t C T} is now taken to be the function 
space type process on (~1, (~1, gl), then, except for trivial changes, all 
of the results and proofs in the previous ections remain valid. 
8.2 NONFUNCTION SPACE TYPE ~/[ODEL OF PROCESS 
We now investigate the consequences of choosing a nonfunction space 
type model for the random process. Le t /x , ,  t C T} be a random process 
on some abstract probability space (0, (B, p) where 
~{o:x~(o) < ~,j, j 1, , n} ~_, "('~ "" ~,~). • • • - -~  O~iDt4 . . . i nCA 1 , " • . , 
We take 6t to be the completion under v of the smallest z-field relative to 
which xt is measurable for every t E T. There are two reasons for defining 
(~ this way. Firstly, (~is the largest z-field on which the finite dimensional 
distribution functions uniquely assign ~ measure. Secondly, the mini- 
reality of (~ will be necessary in determining when a random variable 
on (0, (~, ~) can be considered as a function of the path (xt(0), t E T), 
and hence as an observable. 
If {yt, t E T} is a random process on (O, (B, ~) such that 
~,{O:xt(O) = yt(0)} = 1 for all t, then {yt} is called a standard modifica- 
tion of {xt}. Let ~ be the collection of all paths of the xt-process: 
~ = U {~:~(t) = xt(O) for all t~  T}. 
~O 
In general, ~ ~ ft~ and ~,  ~, may not be (~-measurable. Also, if 0 is a 
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function space, O c ~, and if {xt} is a process of function space type, then 
{Y~} is never a process of function space type (provided, of course, that 
the standard modification is a nontrivial one). 
Now suppose we take (~, (~, t2) to be our observation space. Then, as 
we have already remarked several interesting w-functions are not 
(~-measurable. Moreover, this lack of measurability cannot be corrected 
by choosing some appropriate standard modification of the process. For 
the sake of concreteness, uppose we are interested in the w-function 
~(o~) = f o~(t)~(t) dr, (47) 
where w is a path (x,(0), t E T) of the xt-process, and ~ is a continuous 
function on the bounded interval T. Now the above integral can be 
interpreted as the 0-function 
~(0) - f x,(0)~(t) dt. 
If {xt} is a measurable process, then ~ is a random variable on (O, 63, v). 
But the integral interpreted as a function of paths ~0 is not measurable, 
namely, n is not an observable. 
These measurability problems can be solved, as before, by taking our 
observation space to be (~, a((~, ~,), u) or (~,  (~,  u). This is possible 
since ~*(~,) is always one./7 The properties of our new observation 
space(s) are intimately related to those of (0 ,  63, v) and of the x,-process 
defined on it. 
Suppose for the sake of definiteness that the observation space is 
(~, ,  (~ ,  ~). The following theorem gives a precise relation between 
(~,  (~2~, ~) and (O, 63, v). 
THEOREM 10. I f  F C ~ is any set of paths, then the correspondence 
0 .-~ o~ determined by the x,-process defines a preimage F' c ®. Then 
F E (~ if and only irE'  E 63; moreover, ~(F) = v(F'), is 
A given observable v defines a 63-measurable function of 0 by 
~(o)  = ,~(0,), ,~ = (z , (0 ) ,  t c T ) .  
17 Let  A i  = {co:ba" < ~(ti) < by', 1 < j < n, o:}, B~ = {0:(x,(0), t E T) E A~}. 
It follows, from the manner in which ~ and v are obtained from the finite dimen- 
sional distributions, that ~(A~) = v(B~). Now if 0A~ D ~ then 0B~ = O and 
~p(A,) = )--~v(B~) >= v(I.JB~) = 1. See Doob and Ambrose (1940). 
~s Doob and Ambrose (1940), Theorem 2. 
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Conversely, let (Br be the smallest a-field relative to which xt is meas- 
urable for every t C T. Note that (B is the completion of (Br under v. A 
given (Br-measurable function 9 defines a unique observable ~by 
~(~) = 9(0) ,  ~ c ~,  
where 0 is any element of 0 such that ~ = xt(O), t C T. The uniqueness 
follows from the minimality of the a-field (Br which implies 19 that 
9(01) = 9(02) whenever 01 and 02 generate the same path ~. I f  the given 
function n is only (B-measurable, it is easy to show that n is a.e. [g] 
unique. 
Let {zt, t E T} be the function space type process on (9~, (~2~, ~) : 
zt(~) = x(t ) ,  t C T, ~ E 9~. 
Then {zt} is just a reformulation of {xt}. The two processes have the same 
paths and the same regularity properties. Thus, using Theorem 10, it is 
easy to prove that {ztl is separable if and only if {xtl is separable. Like- 
wise, it can be shown (Doob and Ambrose, 1940) that [zt} is a meas- 
urable process if and only if {xt} is a measurable process. 
Now, since the observation space had to be constructed to define ob- 
servables on it, we might as well take {zt} to be our basic process under 
observation. Then the distinction between 7, a function of ¢o, and 9, a 
function of 0, would also disappear. Indeed, a function space type model 
of a random process is, in a sense, a natural model for detection problems. 
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APPENDIX 
LEMM.~. Let f be a random variable on ( ft X 5C, 6, P ). Then for all j and 
all A E (~, 
f ,xzcf(co, j) dP(o~,j) = f d,(w). 
Proof. Observe that P(A  X 5C) = tL(A), and that the value f(~, j )  
does not depend on j. I t  follows readily that the Lemma is true if f is a 
characteristic function of an G-measurable set. Hence it is also true if f 
is a simple function. Since f = f+ - f - ,  it suffices to consider nonnegative 
~* Halmos (1950), p. 164, exercises 2 and 3. 
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functions f. The proof is now completed by approximating any given f 
by a monotone sequence of simple functions and using the monotone 
convergence theorem. 
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